Supplemental House Calendar
Thursday, April 25, 2019

****** MAJOR STATE CALENDAR *******
SENATE BILLS
THIRD READING

SB 12        Huffman / et al.
SP: Bonnen, Greg
Relating to the contributions to and benefits under the Teacher Retirement System of Texas.

****** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR *******
SENATE BILLS
THIRD READING

SB 213       Seliger / et al.
SP: Huberty
Relating to the use of individual graduation committees and other alternative methods to satisfy certain public high school graduation requirements.

SB 928       Hancock
SP: Goldman
Relating to the importation and use for manufacturing purposes of malt beverages by the holder of a brewer's permit or manufacturer's license.

SB 1142      Watson
SP: Howard
Relating to authority of the Travis County Healthcare District to appoint, contract for, or employ physicians.

****** MAJOR STATE CALENDAR *******
SENATE BILLS
SECOND READING

SB 606       Watson / et al.
SP: Nevárez
Relating to the Lower Colorado River Authority, following recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Commission.

SB 607       Watson / et al.
SP: Flynn
Relating to the operations and functions of the Veterans' Land Board and the sunset review date for and programs administered by the board.

SB 612       Hall / et al.
SP: Nevárez
Relating to the continuation and functions of the State Office of Risk Management.

SB 614       Nichols / et al.
SP: Lambert
Relating to the continuation and functions of the Finance Commission of Texas, the Texas Department of Banking, and the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending, to the training requirements applicable to the agencies overseen by the Finance Commission of Texas, and to the regulation of certain financial institutions and businesses.
SB 625  Birdwell / et al.
SP: Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to the Nueces River Authority, following recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Commission.

SB 626  Birdwell / et al.
SP: Flynn
Relating to the Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority; following the recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Commission.

SB 627  Birdwell / et al.
SP: Nevárez
Relating to the Red River Authority, following recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Commission.

*********** MAJOR STATE CALENDAR ***********
HOUSE BILLS
THIRD READING

HB 4611  Huberty
Relating to certain distributions to the available school fund.

*********** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR ***********
HOUSE BILLS
THIRD READING

HB 4205  Craddick
Relating to the conditions under which a closed campus may be repurposed to serve students at that campus location.

HB 4310  Dutton
Relating to a school district's scope and sequence for subjects in the required curriculum for public school students.

HB 3784  Larson / Flynn / Deshotel / Murr / Morrison / et al.
Relating to authorizing a statewide referendum allowing voters to indicate a preference for exempting the state from daylight saving time or observing daylight saving time year-round.

HB 3175  Deshotel
Relating to the confidentiality of certain personal information of an applicant for disaster recovery funds.

HB 1655  Hunter / Rodriguez
Relating to the availability of dates of birth under the public information law.

HB 69  Minjerez / Rodriguez / Bailes / Collier / et al.
Relating to the right to vacate and avoid liability under a residential lease after a tenant's death.

HB 1176  Darby
Relating to technical defects in instruments affecting real property.

HB 391  Blanco / Guillen
Relating to student access to public school instructional materials and technology.

HB 695  Clardy
Relating to the enforcement of commercial motor vehicle safety standards in certain municipalities.
HB 1140  King, Tracy O.
Relating to fees for vehicles stored at vehicle storage facilities; authorizing fee increases and decreases; eliminating a fee; eliminating a minimum fee.

HB 1186  Kuempel
Relating to the prizes awarded in certain pull-tab bingo games.

HB 1318  Moody
Relating to the provision of mental health services to persons younger than 18 years of age.

HB 1211  Darby / Paul / Phelan / Longoria / Guerra
Relating to certain agreements by architects and engineers in or in connection with certain construction contracts.

HB 1262  Bell, Keith / Nevárez / King, Ken / Paddie / Canales / et al.
Relating to the extended registration of certain vehicles not subject to inspection.

HB 916  Guillen / Anderson, Charles "Doc"
Relating to the exemption of rural transit districts from motor fuel taxes.

HB 1999  Leach / Cyrier / Lucio III / et al.
Relating to certain construction liability claims concerning public buildings and public works.

HB 2423  Anderson, Charles "Doc" / King, Tracy O. / Nevárez / Price / Cyrier
Relating to the creation of the broadband office within the Public Utility Commission of Texas and the establishment of a broadband service investment grant program.

HB 1743  King, Tracy O. / Rodriguez / Murphy / Geren / Guillen / et al.
Relating to the additional ad valorem tax and interest imposed as a result of a change of use of certain land.

HB 1576  Phelan / Paddie / Springer / González, Mary / Rose / et al.
Relating to the delivery of certain transportation services under Medicaid and certain other health and human services programs.

HB 489  Springer
Relating to the use of certain weapons in or on the beds or banks of certain rivers and streams in particular counties.

HB 2830  Canales
Relating to certain requirements for and limitations on design-build contracts for highway projects of the Texas Department of Transportation.

HB 1693  Smithee
Relating to affidavits concerning cost and necessity of services.

HB 98  González, Mary / Meyer
Relating to civil and criminal liability for the unlawful disclosure of intimate visual material.

HB 1667  Goldman
Relating to the regulation of salvage vehicle dealers.

HB 2706  Capriglione / Lambert
Relating to authorized investments for governmental entities.
HB 2111 Pacheco / Cortez / Lopez / Minjarez / Gutierrez / et al.
Relating to the period for which a school district's participation in certain tax increment financing reinvestment zones may be taken into account in determining the total taxable value of property in the school district.

HB 1973 Button / Price / Shaheen / Goodwin / Guerra / et al.
Relating to the system by which an application for a low income housing tax credit is scored.

HB 2140 Neave / Button
Relating to creating an electronic application system for state student financial assistance.

HB 2164 Burns
Relating to imposing civil and criminal penalties for prohibiting or otherwise restricting a peace officer or special investigator from carrying a weapon on certain premises open to the public; creating a criminal offense.

HB 2419 Nevárez
Relating to a study conducted by the Texas Department of Transportation regarding the transportation needs of the Middle Rio Grande region of this state.

HB 2174 Zerwas / Capriglione / et al.
Relating to controlled substance prescriptions under the Texas Controlled Substances Act; authorizing a fee.

HB 2464 Hernandez / Frullo
Relating to the regulation of massage schools and the issuance of a permit to massage school students; requiring an occupational permit; authorizing a fee.

HB 1343 Leach
Relating to persons who may be prosecuted for the criminal offense of improper contact with a victim.

HB 2511 Allen / Harless
Relating to the content of a public school campus improvement plan.

HB 2195 Meyer / Rosenthal
Relating to an active shooter emergency policy for school districts.

HB 4120 Lucio III
Relating to the financial security requirement for providers obligated under certain service contracts.

HB 2458 Capriglione / Parker
Relating to the operation and administration of the Texas Bullion Depository.

HB 2546 Guillen
Relating to the energy efficiency performance standards for construction of industrialized housing.

HB 2486 Goldman / Paddie / Oliverson / Bonnen, Greg / Huberty / et al.
Relating to certain required disclosures and prohibited practices of certain employee benefit plans and health insurance policies that provide benefits for dental care services.

HB 2624 Perez / Longoria / Moody / Goldman
Relating to the prosecution of certain criminal offenses involving fraud.
Relating to county jailer training and continuing education requirements regarding interacting with pregnant women confined in jail.

Relating to the content of the Healthy Texas Women program provider list.

Relating to the operations of certain municipal housing authorities.

Relating to the use of epinephrine auto-injectors in primary and secondary schools.

Relating to the requirement that certain state and local government employees and state contractors complete a cybersecurity training program certified by the Department of Information Resources.

Relating to surety bonds for deputy clerks and other employees of county and district clerks.

Relating to the licensing and regulation of certain occupations and activities; authorizing fees.

Relating to requiring the Texas Education Agency to provide to a school district certain information used in determining academic accountability ratings for the district.

Relating to the necessity of hearings regarding the dissolution or conversion of certain conservation and reclamation districts.

Relating to the procedure for the sale by auction of real property pursuant to foreclosure of a tax lien.

Relating to requiring the incorporation of instruction in digital citizenship into the public school curriculum.

Relating to posting of election information on the secretary of state's and each county's Internet website.

Relating to an occupational and life skills associate degree program offered by the Lone Star College System District.

Relating to juveniles committed to the Texas Juvenile Justice Department.

Relating to satisfaction of continuing education requirements for certain insurance adjusters.

Relating to certain notice requirements regarding fluoridation of a water supply system.

Relating to the filing of a degree plan by students at public institutions of higher education.
HB 1026  Bohac / Allison
Relating to instruction in positive character traits in public schools.

HB 2789  Meyer / Moody / Thompson, Senfronia / Price / Collier / et al.
Relating to the creation of the criminal offense of unlawful electronic transmission of sexually explicit visual material.

HB 790  Davis, Sarah / Farrar / Leach
Relating to recovery of attorney's fees in certain civil cases.

HB 4673  Bailes
Relating to the creation of the Chambers County Municipal Utility District No. 3; granting a limited power of eminent domain; providing authority to issue bonds; providing authority to impose assessments, fees, and taxes.

HB 2855  Landgraf
Relating to a study by the Texas A&M Transportation Institute on the impacts to state and local roads and bridges from increasing maximum weight limits for certain vehicles transporting sand.

HB 2079  Coleman / Guillen
Relating to compensation under the Crime Victims' Compensation Act for certain expenses.

HB 2630  Johnson, Julie
Relating to physician and health care provider directories for certain health benefit plans.

HB 1276  Rosenthal / Dutton / Bernal / et al.
Relating to the assignment of a public school student to an uncertified teacher.

********** POSTPONED BUSINESS **********
UNTIL 9:00 AM

HJR 96  Tinderholt / Smithee / Geren / Israel / Nevárez / et al.
Proposing a constitutional amendment to allow the transfer of a law enforcement animal to a qualified caretaker in certain circumstances.

HB 3063  Smithee / Geren / Tinderholt
Relating to the transfer of a retired law enforcement animal.

********** POSTPONED BUSINESS **********
UNTIL 10:00 AM

HB 686  Clardy / White / Ashby / Lambert / et al.
Relating to making permanent the former temporary increases in records archive fees and records management and preservation fees charged by district and county clerks.

HB 2298  Parker / Button / Shaheen / Leach / Meyer / et al.
Relating to designating January 28 as Sexual Assault Survivors Day.

HB 885  Raney / Stucky / Anchia / Harless / Lambert / et al.
Relating to wage requirements for community rehabilitation programs participating in the purchasing from people with disabilities program.

HB 1842  Thompson, Senfronia / Coleman / Allen / Johnson, Jarvis / Morales / et al.
Relating to the application of the limit on appraised value of a residence homestead for ad valorem tax purposes to an improvement that is a replacement structure for a structure that was rendered uninhabitable or unusable by a casualty or by wind or water damage.
HB 925  Springer / Frank
Relating to the composition of the board of directors of the Gateway Groundwater Conservation District.

HB 1378  Frullo
Relating to the authority of the Lubbock County Hospital District of Lubbock County, Texas, to employ and commission peace officers.

HB 629  Landgraf
Relating to establishing a protective order registry and the duties of court personnel and other persons and entities in regard to the registry.

HB 1209  Rodriguez / Morrison / Moody / Minjarez / Herrero
Relating to the right to vacate and avoid residential lease liability following the occurrence of family violence.

HJR 145  Davis, Sarah
Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the issuance of general obligation bonds to provide financial assistance to political subdivisions located in areas of the state affected by a disaster.

HB 2748  Perez
Relating to regulation of the retail sale of fireworks.

HB 2496  Cyrier / Cole / Gervin-Hawkins / Johnson, Jarvis
Relating to the designation of a property as a historic landmark by a municipality.

********** MAJOR STATE CALENDAR **********
HOUSE BILLS
SECOND READING

HB 1545  Paddie
Relating to the continuation and functions of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission, including the consolidation, repeal, and creation of certain licenses and permits; changing fees.

HB 274  Davis, Sarah / Howard / Wu
Relating to the establishment of the disaster reinvestment and infrastructure planning board and the creation of the disaster reinvestment and infrastructure planning revolving fund; making an appropriation.

********** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR **********
HOUSE BILLS
SECOND READING

HB 2387  Bonnen, Greg
Relating to the regulation of utilization review, independent review, and peer review for health benefit plan and workers' compensation coverage.

HB 70  González, Mary / Zwiener / Fierro / Guillen
Relating to a strategic plan goal by the Department of Agriculture to prevent crop diseases and plant pests in this state.

HB 2899  Leach / Cyrier / Gervin-Hawkins
Relating to civil liability and responsibility for defects in the plans, specifications, or other documents for the construction or repair of roads, highways, and related improvements.

HB 823  Davis, Yvonne / Clardy
Relating to an expedited on-site health inspection process for assisted living facility license applicants.
HB 3224  Lozano
Relating to the creation of a defense under the Solid Waste Disposal Act for persons engaged in certain recycling transactions.

HB 1542  Martinez
Relating to changes made by certain design-build contractors to the design-build team for transportation projects.

HB 2439  Phelan / Rodriguez / Collier / Schaefer
Relating to certain regulations adopted by governmental entities for the building products, materials, or methods used in the construction or renovation of residential or commercial buildings.

HB 808  Dutton
Relating to the consideration of certain student differentials based on sex under the public school accountability system.

HB 3106  Goldman / Krause / Tinderholt / et al.
Relating to a requirement that law enforcement agencies enter into the Texas Data Exchange information related to investigations of sexual assault or other sex offenses.

HB 1307  Hinojosa / Huberty / Deshotel / Phelan
Relating to the creation of a disaster case management system by the Texas Division of Emergency Management.

HB 3006  Burrows
Relating to the administration of the mixed beverage sales tax.

HB 914  Thompson, Senfronia
Relating to the regulation of bingo games.

HB 4009  Toth
Relating to the establishment, operation, and funding of victim-offender mediation programs; authorizing fees.

HB 1806  King, Tracy O.
Relating to the use of water withdrawn from the Edwards Aquifer by certain entities.

HB 1619  Leach
Relating to court reporters and shorthand reporting firms; imposing a fee; creating a criminal offense.

HB 2169  Allen / Rosenthal / Wu
Relating to reporting concerning female prisoners who are confined in county jails and to the provision of feminine hygiene products to female prisoners.

HB 2100  Cain / Oliverson / Goldman / Phelan / et al.
Relating to the protection of expressive activities at public institutions of higher education.

HB 63  Moody / Collier / White / Dutton / Phelan / et al.
Relating to the civil and criminal penalties for possession of certain small amounts of marihuana and an exception to prosecution for possession of associated drug paraphernalia; creating a criminal offense.

HB 1543  Springer / Flynn / Schaefer / Paddie
Relating to methods to enhance the enforcement of the collection of the use tax due on certain off-highway vehicles purchased outside this state; providing a civil penalty.
HB 2668  
Turner, Chris  
Relating to the dissolution of a direct-support organization established by the Prepaid Higher Education Tuition Board and the transfer of funds related to prepaid higher education tuition scholarships to the Texas Match the Promise Foundation or a successor entity.

HB 2188  
Frullo / Larson  
Relating to the operation of electric and nonelectric bicycles.

HB 1865  
Landgraf / Thompson, Senfronia / Meyer / Ortega / Harless  
Relating to the licensing and regulation of massage therapy; requiring a student permit; authorizing fees.

HB 2845  
Canales / Darby / Clardy / Phelan / Burrows / et al.  
Relating to the removal of wind power facilities.

HB 2623  
White  
Relating to the requirements for a change of name for a person with a final felony conviction or a person required to register as a sex offender.

HB 3842  
King, Tracy O.  
Relating to the requirement that a motor vehicle dealer obtain a general distinguishing number for a consignment location.

HB 985  
Parker  
Relating to the effect of certain agreements with a collective bargaining organization on certain state-funded public work contracts.

HB 1139  
Thompson, Senfronia / Leach / Moody / White / Walle / et al.  
Relating to the applicability of the death penalty to a capital offense committed by a person with an intellectual disability.

HB 3143  
Murphy / Button / Sanford / Noble / Shaheen  
Relating to the Property Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act.

HB 2611  
Morrison  
Relating to the treatment of certain limited liability companies as passive entities for purposes of the franchise tax.

HB 4429  
Blanco  
Relating to the inclusion of mental health first aid training in the mental health program for veterans.

HB 1111  
Davis, Sarah / Springer / Guerra / Thompson, Senfronia / et al.  
Relating to maternal and newborn health care.

HB 2282  
Parker  
Relating to the applicability of certain limitations on the capture and use of biometric identifiers to financial institutions.